ON DEMAND - SYMPOSIA

SIG SYMPOSIUM
Kidney Function and Beyond
Chair: Francesco Mattle-Raso, The Netherlands
1. Daily pitfalls in using eGFR in older adults: raising awareness for clinicians
   Lisanne Tap, The Netherlands
2. The Dynamic of Fear of Falling in Older Fallers
   Ellen Freiberger, Germany

SIG SYMPOSIUM
Delirium and Dementia – still unresolved Giants
1. Delirium: an update on prevention and treatment
   Leiv Otto Watne, Norway
2. Atypical dementia in older population
   Nenad Bogdanovic, Sweden
3. Cognitive enhancement and quality of life using new technologies in older people
   Magda Tsolakis, Greece

SIG SYMPOSIUM ON SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS AND META-ANALYSES
Doing meta-research in COVID-19 era: a point of view of the Special Interest Group in systematic reviews and meta-analyses of the EuGMS
Chair: Jacopo De Murtas, Italy
1. Research for observational and intervention studies in COVID-19
   Lee Smith, UK
2. Doing meta-research at the time of COVID-19
   Nicola Veronese, Italy

SIG ON GERIATIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Making impact in Geriatric Emergency Medicine across Europe: launch a series of guidelines
1. The why, how and what of European guidelines on Geriatric Emergency Medicine
   Simon Mooijaart, The Netherlands
2. European guideline on Geriatric Emergency Medicine – Age and frailty adjusted risk stratification
   Bas de Groot, The Netherlands
3. Official launch of the series of guidelines: next steps to create impact across Europe
   Stephen Lim, UK

SIG-PALLIATIVE CARE SYMPOSIUM EuGMS 2020 ATHENS: JOINT SYMPOSIUM WITH EAPC SIG OLDER PEOPLE
How can geriatric care benefit from palliative care and vice versa?
Chair: Ruth Piers, Belgium
1. How can geriatric care benefit from palliative care and vice versa: the hospital setting
   Marc V Ahmed, Norway
2. How can geriatric care benefit from palliative care and vice versa: the home setting
   Lisa Hentsch, Switzerland
3. How can geriatric care benefit from palliative care and vice versa: the COVID-19 pandemic
   R.L. van Bruchem-Visser, The Netherlands

SIG ON DEMENTIA
Three different perspectives for older patients with dementia
Chairs: Susan Shenkin, United Kingdom / Nicola Veronese, Italy
1. The interplay between multimorbidity and dementia
   Alessandra Marengoni, Sweden
2. Challenge of managing dementia in people with other geriatric syndromes
   Pinar Soysal, Turkey
3. Delirium and dementia- relationship, differentiation and co-management
   Suzanne Timmons, Ireland

SIG FALLS & FRACTURE
New Horizons in falls and fracture management: an update from the EuGMS SIG Falls and Fractures
1. What’s new in falls prevention: the ongoing world falls guidelines initiative
   Nathalie van der Velde, the Netherlands
2. What’s new in fracture prevention: the FFN perspective
   David Marsh, UK
3. What’s new in syncope
   Rose Anne Kenny, Ireland

SIG ON GERIATRIC REHABILITATION SYMPOSIUM
EuGMS SIG-on GR Symposium- Challenges and Responses of Geriatric Rehabilitation in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic
Chairs: Jos Schols/Achterberg, Clemens Becker
1. Global Consensus Statement on principles and future priorities of Geriatric Rehabilitation
   Stefan Grund
2. Presentation Interim Guidance on postCOVID-19 Geriatric Rehabilitation
   Jolanda van Haastregt
3. The COVID-Rehabilitation Paradox
   Stefan Grund
Discussion

SYMPOSIUM
The EMM A project: Developing a European online Masters program on active ageing and age-friendly society
Chairs: Panagiota Sourtzi, Greece / Andrea Stitzel, Austria
1. Active ageing and age-friendly societies: meeting the learning needs of multiple actors via an online Masters programme
   Suzanne Timmons, Ireland
2. Development of the EMM A Interdisciplinary, Multinational on-line Master Programme in Active Ageing and Age-friendly Society
   Raija Kuisma, Finland

SYMPOSIUM EuGMS 2021 SYMPOSIUM PROMISS
Effects of increased protein intake on physical function and sustainability of the diet in community-dwelling older adults: results of the PROMISS trial
Chair: Marjolein Visser, The Netherlands
The cost-effectiveness of personalized dietary advice to increase protein intake on change in physical functioning in older adults with lower habitual protein intake: A Randomized Controlled Trial
Hanneke Wijnhoven, The Netherlands
Effect of personalized dietary advice to increase protein intake on food consumption and the environmental impact of the diet in community-dwelling older adults: results from the PROMISS trial
Alessandra Grasso, The Netherlands
ON DEMAND - SUBMITTED SYMPOSIA

SUBMITTED SYMPOSIUM
Translating a proven functional exercise program (LiFE) for different populations and settings
Chair: Clemens Becker, Germany
1. Harnessing health psychology in the adaptation of the LiFE programme
   Elisabeth Boulton, United Kingdom
2. PreventIT feasibility RCT: Improving physical function in older age by changing people's habits in daily life
   Kristin Taraldsen, Norway
3. Comparison of a group-delivered and individually delivered lifestyle-integrated functional exercise (LiFE) program in older persons: a randomized noninferiority trial
   Michael Schwenk, Germany

SUBMITTED SYMPOSIUM
Exploring Drug Prescribing Through a Sex and Gender Lens
Chair: Graziano Onder, Italy
1. Exploring sex and gender differences in a common prescribing cascade: cholinesterase inhibitors and overactive bladder medications
   Paula Rochon, Canada
2. Gender differences in polypharmacy and prescribing cascades in nursing home residents
   Antonio Cherubini, Italy
3. Influence of patient sex on polypharmacy, potentially inappropriate prescribing and adverse drug reactions in multifaceted older people in the SENATOR trial
   Denis O'Mahony, Ireland

SUBMITTED SYMPOSIUM
The relationship between delirium and frailty: is immune ageing a common pathway?
Chair: Carly Welch
1. Bi-directional relationship with frailty and delirium: Insights from a community based study (CASCADE)
   Maria Krogseth
2. Inflammageing – a shared pathway to delirium and frailty?
   Thomas Jackson
3. Might interventions for frailty also affect delirium?
   Nicolas Martinez-Velilla

ON DEMAND - LECTURES

LECTURE
EuGMS PROJECTS: Guidelines on Physical activity and Dementia
Nicola Veronese, Italy

LECTURE
The benefits of mindfulness based interventions for aging population
Myrto Legaki, Greece

ON DEMAND - MSD SPONSORED SESSION

Cardiovascular outcomes: Is there a role for pneumococcal vaccination?
Chair: Charalampos V. Vlachopoulos, Greece
1. Welcome and introduction
   Charalampos V. Vlachopoulos, Greece
2. Cardiovascular outcomes: Is there a role for pneumococcal vaccination?
   Charalampos V. Vlachopoulos, Greece
3. Closing remarks
   Charalampos V. Vlachopoulos, Greece